The author informs us of his experiment of alternative methods of readjustment in very specific cases. The field of experimentation is very broad, of the taïchi to the virtual reality, while passing by hypergravity stimulation therapy. The book is divided into two parts: section I, containing 39 clinical case reports, and section II general introduction and real life applications.
This work is very surprising both in its content as well as in its form. Indeed, the author starts from heterogeneous clinical cases with the most varied affections, for which are decided unusual treatments. Can one generalize starting from specific cases? Scientifically speaking, the answer is negative. This anachronistic work in its methodology, is thus justified only like starting point with reflections or possible future studies, in order to validate and to evaluate the reproductiveness of the results.
Recommended to those who do not find traditional answers to their therapeutic interrogation.
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